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Details: Here they are The Housekeeperz, willing and ready to bring the world a brand new clean taste in

music. Coming back from collaborating with singer Ceevox on the billboard smash hit "Wurkin". And most

recently finishing up their latest up and coming hit "Bodies Movin" featuring the vocal talents of Angel

Infinity. The Housekeeperz which consist of awesome outstanding talents such as Producer/Writer Barry

Huffine, popular circuit DJ/Producer Alyson Calagna, plus collaborating with many times with published

songwriter Joshua Kassar. They are back in the studio and working very hard to deliver brand new dance

floor fillers featuring various artists such as The Nuyorican Papi Chulo Angel Infinity and the super

talented soulful male diva singer Michael Boone. The music they bring is a mix from full-on audio assault

of deep bass, tribal percussion with just the right amount of high energy keyboards that will surely

convince everybody towards invading the dance floor in a fraction of a second. None the less, the

Keeperz are hard at work and moving ahead like a rocket full force. Their music and style flows through

their veins, but their lyrics come from the heart and life experiences. So be on the lookout 'cause The

Housekeeperz are here to stay and blow that dusty mirror ball away. Lastly don't forget to check the

"Sounds" section to hear their music and also to purchase their records from "Purchase Records." PR by

JustJosh. PURCHASE RECORDS present the newest single follow up to "Wurkin" from Billboard

recording artists THE HOUSEKEEPERZ. This new single soon to be released, features the wonderful

speaking voice of Nuyorican Papi - ANGEL INFINITI describing an euphoric experience at the club. Listen

below to this full on audio assault of deep bass, tribal rhythms, and just the right amount of high energy

keyboards to assure that there will be "BODIES MOVIN" on the dance floors all over the world. Please

email barry@purchase-records for more information on buying this single or if you are a label and are
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interested in licensing this track.
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